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La Coulure Constance Mayer, peinture glycero sur toile, 45 by 90 cm, 90 by 160 cm, 160 by 320 cm, 2005.

La Coulure Constance Mayer, encore, peinture glycero sur toile, 45 by 90 cm, 90 by 160 cm, 160 by 320 cm, 
2008.



Interrompre Jacques Lacan, (to interrupt Jacques Lacan), performance with students, 55’00, view in Capc-
Musée, Bordeaux, 2007. 

Based on the 1973 conference by Jacques Lacan, wich was interrupted by a twenty-year-old Situationnist (Ana-
tole Atlas). Maire readapts the event as a theatrical piece, at the capc Museum in Bordeaux, using art students as 
actors. 



Etude pour le nombre, oil painting, cardboard, spray, 45 by 45 cm, 2007.



Tirésias Open, baryt prints, various dimensions, 2007. (exhibition view Wallspace gallery, NY)

Working with ideas of blindness and sight, myth and reality, and appearance and identity, inspired by the figure 
of Tiresias, the artist digitally created this collage series. Images of the first photograph of the moon, and uncov-
erings ofs of original figures are fonded repeatedly throughout the series. 



N°4-Tirésias Open, baryt print, 12 by 17 cm, 2007.

Working with ideas of blindness and sight, myth and reality, and appearance and identity, inspired by the figure 
of Tiresias, the artist digitally created this collage series. Images of the first photograph of the moon, and uncov-
erings ofs of original figures are fonded repeatedly throughout the series. 



N°6-Tirésias Open, baryt print, 12 by 17 cm, 2007.

Working with ideas of blindness and sight, myth and reality, and appearance and identity, inspired by the figure 
of Tiresias, the artist digitally created this collage series. Images of the first photograph of the moon, and uncov-
erings ofs of original figures are fonded repeatedly throughout the series. 



Aesthetics of the conference of Aesthetics, distributed text, A4, 2006.



Aesthetics of the conference of Aesthetics, distributed text, A4, 2006.



Les pleurs, tasseaux en saule pleureurs, impression jet d’encre sur feuille de livre, 60 by 25 by 15 cm, 2007.



n°1—The history of the geometry, digital collage, lambda print, 60 by 60 cm, 2007

Histoire de la géométrie # 1 shows a man leaning attentively over the piece Untitled (mirrored cubes) by Robert 
Morris (1965). He is the actor Boris Karloff, cut out from a scene in the film The Black Cat (1934) where he plays 
a game of chess against Bela Lugosi, and we find him duplicated in Histoire de la géométrie # 2 where he is look-
ing at a multiple by Dan Graham. Morris’ mirrored cubes and the multiple one, sliding puzzle by Dan Graham are 
self- definable and repetitive geometries. The work by Dan Graham parodies a game of solitaire (by highlight-
ing  all the squares that can be manipulated in an identical way). This misappropriated image of an eliminatory 
mental process serves as a negative of the game of chess, when its central hole conjures up the hole of thought. 
The two men demonstrate extreme concentration, for their life is at stake when they play this match. Con-
fronting historic examples of minimal and conceptual art, the isolation, splitting and duplication of these two 
thoughtful figures question the nature of the relationship we now have with that heritage. The reflexivity depict-
ed here is affective in nature. 



Meeting Sébastien Planchard, video installation, still screen, 2006. 

The artist here meet a fictionnal character from a book that he had written himself. The meeting was scripted by 
the artist, and the character was played by an actor.



Meeting Sébastien Planchard, video installation, still screen, 2006. 

The artist here meet a fictionnal character from a book that he had written himself. The meeting was scripted by 
the artist, and the character was played by an actor.



Meeting Sébastien Planchard, video installation, drawing, 2006. 

The artist here meet a fictionnal character from a book that he had written himself. The meeting was scripted by 
the artist, and the character was played by an actor.



Corner whithout object (for Anatole Atlas), perspex, mirror film, 190 by 190 by 210 cm,



elements for a discussion after the end of neons in exhibitions, display of objects, poster, documented discus-
sion, installation view in Palais de Tokyo 2006.

Setting for a possible discussion with Alain Badiou. The installation included screens projecting static and the 
audio from a previous discussion with Arthur Danto, a poster with the title of the project, and various objects 
questionning a chapter of a Badiou text on formalisation of the real. 



The Square In A Forest, 32 wood panels and black serigraphies of a printed text, 30 by 40 cm each, 2007 .

The artist here composes a text to accompany an invented exhibition entitled “The Square In A Forest”.



The signifying Monkey, lecture, performance, screening and various objects, held in Kunstverein Braunsch-
weig, 2007.

credit photo: Achim Lengerer



The signifying Monkey, lecture, performance, screening and various objects, held in Kunstverein Braunsch-
weig, 2007.

credit photo: Achim Lengerer



The signifying Monkey, lecture, performance, screening and various objects, held in Kunstverein Braunsch-
weig, 2007.

credit photo: Achim Lengerer



The signifying Monkey, lecture, performance, screening and various objects, held in Kunstverein Braunsch-
weig, 2007.

credit photo: Achim Lengerer



Lacane, moulding in resine, white stick, 120 by 12 cm, 
view in Cortex Athlético, Bordeaux 2006.

       Lamia, Cancelled lines from II-81, wood and indian ink, 30 by 40 
       cm, 2007.
       credit photo: Aurélien Mole



The gray notebook by Sébastien Planchard, page 14, 2006.



l’objet de singe (object of monkey), perspex, stones paint white, 2007. (exhibition view Hollybush Gardens, 
Londres)

Playing with the viewer’s perception, the artist installs a small perspex, covered with a mirrored film, amidst a 
group of stones, in order to create a third image.



l’objet de singe, négatf (object of monkey, negative), perspex, stones paint white, 2007. (exhibition view 220 jours 
/ gb agency, Paris)

Playing with the viewer’s perception, the artist installs a small black and refelctive perspex, amidst a group of 
stones, in order to create a third image.



In forecast of october 22, lambda print, 30 by 40 cm, 2007. 
performance prise en photo par Abake
photograph of a performance taken by Abake

The question, canvas, textil, cardboard, found image,
 30 by 60 cm, 2008. 



The question, canvas, textil, cardboard, found image,
 30 by 60 cm, 2008. 

elements for a discussion after the end of neons in exhibitions, display of objects, poster, documented discus-
sion, installation view in Bucarest biennal, 2006.

Discussion with philosopher Ciprian Mihali, under a glass on a carpet. 



le souvenir de la Coulure Constance Mayer, film 8mm transfered on dvd, 3’30, 2005.



le souvenir de la Coulure Constance Mayer, film 8mm transfered on dvd, 3’30, 2005.



The Square In A Forest, printed text, 2006 .

The artist here composes a text to accompany an invented exhibition entitled “The Square In A Forest”.



le jeu de chateau ou la décision, bench in wood 200 by 60 by 50 cm, box in cardboard, with paper, dices and 
resine, 2007. 



feuille blanche #1, 2007, #2, #3, #4 2008, gouache tempera on wood, 22 by 35 
cm. 

The artist here composed whithe paintings with several horizontal lines and one 
vertical, made with a pencil and ruler during a day of boredom.

credit photo: Aurélien Mole

Histoire de la géometrie #5 (étude pour l’industrie), collage made with 
images from a book, wood, plastique, 60 by 35 cm, 2008.

credit photo: Aurélien Mole



the twilight of the copyists, lambda print, 60 by 80 cm, 2006.

The artist had a sign by a stone engraver wich read, le crépuscule des copistes, or the twilight of the copyists, and 
planted it by a road in argentina. This series of photographs documents the sunset from this point. 



the twilight of the copyists, lambda print, 60 by 80 cm, 2006.

The artist had a sign by a stone engraver wich read, le crépuscule des copistes, or the twilight of the copyists, and 
planted it by a road in argentina. This series of photographs documents the sunset from this point. 



the twilight of the copyists, lambda print, 60 by 80 cm, 2006.

The artist had a sign by a stone engraver wich read, le crépuscule des copistes, or the twilight of the copyists, and 
planted it by a road in argentina. This series of photographs documents the sunset from this point. 



Position Actuelle de l’Idéalisme, (with Etienne Chambaud), draft, argos marker, world map, 2007-08. 

Position Actuelle de l’Idéalisme is a work-in-progress, which was started at the end of 2007. It consists of vari-
ous elements: a world map and a pin, a raft equipped with an argos marker and a postcard with a studio picture of 
the raft. The raft has recently been abandoned in the Atlantic Ocean and is currently drifting. 



Conversation avec le hasard, performance with differents objects, held in espace de l’art concret, Mouans-Sar-
toux, 2007.

view of the video documentation

credit photo: Marie Corbin



Conversation avec le hasard, performance with differents objects, held in espace de l’art concret, Mouans-Sar-
toux, 2007.

view of the video documentation

credit photo: Marie Corbin



Conversation avec le hasard, performance with differents objects, held in espace de l’art concret, Mouans-Sar-
toux, 2007.

view of the video documentation

credit photo: Marie Corbin



Conversation with chance, performance with differents objects, held Royal College of Arts, 2008.

view of a photograph documentation

credit photo: Abake



Conversation with chance, performance with differents objects, held Royal College of Arts, 2008.

view of a photograph documentation

credit photo: Abake



Organon and the audience perception, (with Falke Pisano), sculpture, 6 tables, various objects made with card-
board, mirror, perspex, wood and clay, text printed on 4 posters, one performer, 2008.(exhibition view Croy 
Nielsen, Berlin)

The sculpture is composed by a text on perception, 6 tables and several objects that a performer can rearrange 
during the time of the show. 



Organon and the audience perception, (with Falke Pisano), sculpture, 6 tables, various objects made with card-
board, mirror, perspex, wood and clay, text printed on 4 posters, one performer, 2008.(exhibition view Croy 
Nielsen, Berlin)

The sculpture is composed by a text on perception, 6 tables and several objects that a performer can rearrange 
during the time of the show. 



Organon and the audience perception, (with Falke Pisano), sculpture, 6 tables, various objects made with card-
board, mirror, perspex, wood and clay, text printed on 4 posters, one performer, 2008.(exhibition view Croy 
Nielsen, Berlin)

The sculpture is composed by a text on perception, 6 tables and several objects that a performer can rearrange 
during the time of the show. 



Le berger N°2, drawing on a found image, 2009.





Musique pour un cheval centenaire, (with Etienne Chambaud), piano diskla-
vier, partition, 2006.





Drive Line, serie of 7 drawings, pencil on white paper, 21 by 29,7 cm, 2008.



Wo Ich die Erde am schönsten fand / Desert solitaire (with Falke Pisano), plinths, poster, books, 2008, exhibi-
tion view Hollybush Gardens, London. 



Wo Ich die Erde am schönsten fand / Desert solitaire (with Falke Pisano), plinths, poster, books, 2008, exhibi-
tion view Hollybush Gardens, London. 

In the gallery two opposing sculptural arrangements on plinths will be encountered alongside wall based texts. 
The sculptures will consist of different elements; carefully juxtaposed within their arrangements. More specifi-
cally, the sculptures and the text will experiment with ideas associated with mirroring. Describing the process 
of mirroring the text invites the viewer to activate the relationship between sculpture and text. At the same time, 
as the show is born out of an experiment, the three-way exchange set up between sculpture, text and reader will 
activate the role of chance, both temporal and formal, producing a situation that gently alludes to the instability 
of meaning and subjective truth. 
Can the sculptures be read as sculptures-as-bearers-of- theoretical-constructs?



Le berger N°1, drawing on a found image, 2007.



La géométrie (toucher Cordélia), 2008, exhibition view module, Palais de Tokyo, Paris.



n°1—The history of the geometry, digital collage, lambda print, framed ramin painted brown, 60 by 60 cm, 
2007.

n°2—The history of the geometry, digital collage, lambda print, framed ramin painted white, 60 by 60 cm, 2007.

credit photo: André Morin



n°3—The history of the geometry, shoes, alabaster blocks, 20 x 30 x 15 cm, 2007. 

Le Nombre, shaped canvas, oil, 160 x 160 cm, 2007.
 
credit photo: André Morin



Le nombre # 1, stretcher, linen canvas, retouching varnish, 160 x160 cm, 2007. 
 
Study for le nombre, oil and spray painting on card, 45 x 45 cm, 2007. 

credit photo: André Morin



La porte (David Hockney), door, acrylic paint, 210 x 75 x 15 cm, 2008.  
 
Holes in Philosophy # 0, photocopies cut out and Sellotaped, 38 x 42 cm, 2007.

credit photo: André Morin



n°3—The history of the geometry, shoes, alabaster blocks, 20 x 30 x 15 cm, 2007. 
 
A composition of pieces of alabaster of varying sizes, cut by the artist, arranged in women’s shoes in such a way 
as to fill the free space. The shoes formulate an absent female presence, for which an approximate construction 
of simple parallelepipeds is substituted – as if it were a question of approaching the void through geometry. A 
material used in sketches, alabaster makes it possible to take the measure of the sculpted subject and begin to 
investigate a shape. By the position of the shoes which suggests a contrapposto, he alludes to the Greek canon 
and classical statuary. 

Le nombre # 1, stretcher, linen canvas, retouching varnish, 160 x160 cm, 2007. 
 
Study for le nombre, oil and spray painting on card, 45 x 45 cm, 2007. 

The result of reflecting about proportions, Study for le nombre is a five-sided piece of card cut out according to 
the golden number formula, the ideal incarnation of the harmony of proportions. This geometric shape, a kind 
of square with one corner cut off, has been carried over into Le nombre # 1. The latter consists of a stretcher spe-
cially shaped by the artist, and a linen canvas badly stretched so as to form folds at the angles. Covered with sev-
eral layers of retouching varnish, the canvas becomes a transparent drape that discloses as much as it conceals. 

La porte (David Hockney), door, acrylic paint, 210 x 75 x 15 cm, 2008.  
 
La porte (David Hockney) is based on a remark made by David Hockney that his physical pleasure in painting 
is such that he could spend a whole day repainting a door. From that quotation taken literally, there emerges a 
gratuitous action, born from the mere pleasure of painting. The door is charged with the time associated with an 
activity, in counterpoint to pieces born of an economical gesture. The decision to paint a French window likewise 
makes it possible to add a layer to Alberti’s notion of the painting as a “window open on the world” (De Pictura, 
1435). 

The series Holes in Philosophy is derived from cutting out and gluing down philosophical definitions. Holes in 
Philosophy  # 0, a collage of several pages of concentric holes in the definition of chance, is the prelude to this 
exercise. Used twice at performances entitled Conversation avec le hasard (in 2007 and 2008), this piece posits 
the hypothesis of a hole in chance and features something unintended in its conceptualization. The rearranged 
definitions from encyclopedias in this series are chosen because of their possible philosophical connivance 
(subject / supposition, epoché / epicurism) and their relation to the visual arts gesture carried out.  



Holes in Philosophy # 0, photocopies cut out and Sellotaped, 38 x 42 cm, 2007. 

Holes in Philosophy # 2, encyclopedia of German philosophy cut out and glued, 37 x 25 x 7 cm, 2008. 

credit photo: André Morin



L’homme qui ne vieillit pas, artist‘s book, 2006.



view of “Le salon de Frenczi” in the exhibition “1929”, Cortex Athletico, 2008.

Héloïse et abélard, cage, memorized birds, 120x 45 x 45 cm, 2008.

Drawing attention, Seats, books, performance, drawings, 2008.

The wounded plinth, Plinth painted white, letraset (text), 2008.

La coulure Constance Mayer, encore, glycero paint on canvas, 300 x 170 cm, 2008.

vue d’exposition
exposition view
credi photo: Benjamin Buchholtz



view of “Prolégomènes à toute image pliée”in the exhibition “1929”, Cortex Athletico, 2008.

Prolégomènes à toute image pliée, silk screen on metal sheet, B, 200 x 100 cm, 2008.

Prolégomènes à toute image pliée, silk screens on metal sheets, A1, A2, A3, tryptique, 3 x 200 x 100 cm, 2008.

vue d’exposition
exposition view
credi photo: Benjamin Buchholtz



view of “Prolégomènes à toute image pliée”in the exhibition “1929”, Cortex Athletico, 2008.

Prolégomènes à toute image pliée, silk screens on metal sheets, C1 and C2, dyptique, 2 x 200 x 100 cm, 2008.

Prolégomènes à toute image pliée, silk screen on metal sheet, B, 200 x 100 cm, 2008.

vue d’exposition
exposition view
credi photo: Benjamin Buchholtz





view of the exhibition “1929”, Cortex Athletico, 2008.

n°7—The history of the geometry, digital collage, baryt print, 10 by 15 cm, 2008.

The wounded plinth, Plinth painted white, letraset (text), 2008.

Prolégomènes à toute image pliée, silk screens on metal sheets, A1, A2, A3, tryptique, 3 x 200 x 100 cm, 2008.

vue d’exposition
exposition view
credi photo: Benjamin Buchholtz



n°7—The history of the geometry, digital collage, baryt print, 10 by 15 cm, 2008.

credi photo: Benjamin Buchholtz



view of “Le salon de Frenczi” in the exhibition “1929”, Cortex Athletico, 2008.

Héloïse et abélard, cage, memorized birds, 120x 45 x 45 cm, 2008.

n°2—The history of the geometry, digital collage, lambda print, 60 by 60 cm, 2007.

Drawing attention, Seats, books, performance, drawings, 2008.

The wounded plinth, Plinth painted white, letraset (text), 2008.

vue d’exposition
exposition view
credi photo: Benjamin Buchholtz



Prolégomènes à toute image pliée, silk screens on metal sheets, C1 and C2, dyptique, 2 x 200 x 100 cm, 2008.

vue d’exposition
exposition view
credi photo: Benjamin Buchholtz





Esthétique des différends 1.1 à 2.9, mixed media, drawings, lambda prints, quotes, perspex, installation: 540 x 
60 X 120 cm, vidéo: 15’30, 2009. 

installation view
vue d’installation
credit photo: Aurélien Mole



Esthétique des différends 1.1 à 2.9, mixed media, drawings, lambda prints, quotes, perspex, installation: 540 x 
60 X 120 cm, vidéo: 15’30, 2009. 

installation view
vue d’installation
credit photo: Aurélien Mole



Esthétique des différends 1.1 à 2.9, mixed media, drawings, lambda prints, quotes, perspex, installation: 540 x 
60 X 120 cm, vidéo: 15’30, 2009. 

installation view
vue d’installation
credit photo: Aurélien Mole



1.5 — écrire le différend (son esthétique) par différend semble une nécessité, mais est également une facili-
té, (une fainéantise) —> révélatrice ? procédure plastique (manièrisme de la note un peu _____ )
      —> l’habillement – ment – le corps
VRAI / faux  
           efficace
   —> affreux

1.5 — using the differend in writing about the differend (its aesthetics) seems a necessity, but is also an easy 
way, (a certain laziness) — revealing ? a plastic procedure (mannerism of the note a little_____)

—> l’habillement – ment – le corps*

TRUE/false
           efficient
           —ghastly

*Litterally : « The clothing – lies – the body », the author makes a pun between the French word « habil-
lement » which means clothing and the word « ment », which means to lie at the third person of singular. 
Lying as telling lies. TN

plateau A.1 — intermédiaire : le pointeur

stage A.1 — go-between : the pointeur

1.10 — je meurs de soif
je perds le sens de la continuité
j’étais un enfant
un matin
j’étais un enfant
sans toi je suis un tout sans unité

1.10 — I’m dying of thirst
I’m losing the sense of continuity
I was a child
one morning
I was a child
without you I am a whole without unity

plateau A.2 — intermédiaire : la fabrique du cyclope

stage A.2 — go-between : the making of the Cyclops

Esthétique des différends 1.1 à 2.9, mixed media, drawings, lambda prints, quotes, perspex, installation: 540 x 
60 X 120 cm, vidéo: 15’30, 2009. 

extrait du texte sur le moniteur
extract of the text on the monitor



Esthétique des différends 1.1 à 2.9, mixed media, drawings, lambda prints, quotes, perspex, installation: 540 x 
60 X 120 cm, vidéo: 15’30, 2009. 

installation view
vue d’installation
credit photo: Aurélien Mole



Esthétique des différends 1.1 à 2.9, mixed media, drawings, lambda prints, quotes, perspex, installation: 540 x 
60 X 120 cm, vidéo: 15’30, 2009. 

installation view
vue d’installation
credit photo: Aurélien Mole



view of the show “The Photograph”, Croy Nielsen, 2009

The title, The Photograph, relates to a photograph shot in a previous exhibition by Benoît Maire (1929 at Cortex 
Athletico in Bordeaux), representing a naked woman watching Prolégoménes á toute image pliée (‘Prolegom-
ena to all folded images’): a series of works that meets the viewer in the front space of Croy Nielsen, where five 
large sheets of zinc with screen prints juxtapose four screens in a pop-art-like gesture. Three of them are images 
taken from classical Greek statuary, acting as the icons at the origin of the classical representation. The peculiar-
ity of every sheet is in its hanging, which allows them to slightly fold onto themselves, suggesting the idea that 
the faces can turn into and onto themselves. The images of the classical Greek statuaries are immediately recog-
nizable to the viewer without necessarily knowing the origin. The fourth screen is a text, reading as a constantly 
interrupted script that can be perceived as a conversation between the Greek heads. It is part of a text by Beckett 
that has been readapted by the artist, adding words like fold, stones, and French dogs.  



view of “Prolégomènes à toute image pliée”in the exhibition “The photograph”, Croy Nielsen, 2009.

Prolégomènes à toute image pliée, silk screens on metal sheets, E1,E2,E3 and H, 200 x 100 cm, each, 2008.



view of the show “The Photograph”, Croy Nielsen, 2009 

n°3—The history of the geometry,second version, shoes, alabaster blocks, 20 x 30 x 15 cm, 2009. 

Prolégomènes à toute image pliée, silk screens on metal sheet, D, 200 x 100 cm, 2008.
 



n°3—The history of the geometry,second version, shoes, alabaster blocks, 20 x 30 x 15 cm, 2009. 

 



Drawing Attention, 2 seats, Piles of books, performance drawings, 2008-...

Drawing Attention involves a simple set of two facing vintage chairs and a pile of books, all dealing with the no-
tion, the figure, and the myth of Medusa. During a short performance, the artist is seated and waits for someone 
to seat in the opposite chair. Once he has a facing potential visitor, he picks up one of the books and draws a 
blind portrait of the person on one of the pages, without ever looking at the drawing in process. Afterwards it is 
torn out of the book and pinned on the wall. The accumulation of randomly chosen pages (still readable under-
neath the portraits) and images form a new story about Medusa whiled the pile of books represents the preced-
ing 25 centuries of reflection on what Benoît Maire considers to be the perfect myth about seeing. The work 
questions the notions of mirroring, representation, the status of the artist and the audience, and it also proposes 
a re-interpretation of the dialogic situation and transmissions between artist and audience. 



Drawing Attention, 2 seats, Piles of books, performance drawings, 2008-...

detail



Drawing Attention, 2 seats, Piles of books, performance drawings, 2008-...

detail



Luxe (working title), Lambda print framed 40 x 43 cm, 2009.
 



Tête de méduse, oil painting, 50 x 50 cm, 2008.



Tête de méduse, 15 x 15 x 20 cm, bronz, 2008.




